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Abstract: As a very common type of laser additive manufacturing technology, laser material deposi-
tion (LMD) is widely used, having exceptional application advantages including surface enhancing,
repairing damaged parts with high value-add, and building functionally graded material. At present,
the continuous wave laser is a common laser mode used in the LMD process. The investigation of
pulse shaping, which can add a degree of control over the thermal history, is limited. In this study,
the effects of pulse shaping on the geometrical characteristics, microstructure, and microhardness
were investigated through conducting single-track experiments with different laser shapes, including
continuous, rectangular, ramp up, ramp down, and hybrid ramp. The results indicated that the clads
created by continuous and ramp up laser shape presented the maximum and minimum dimensions
of geometrical characteristics, respectively. The rectangular and hybrid ramp laser shape deposited
the clads with similar dimensions. The continuous laser shape produced the clad with the coarsest
microstructure and lowest hardness because of the lowest cooling rate. The smallest grain size and
highest hardness presented in the clad were seen with the rectangular laser shape owing to the
biggest cooling rate. The cooling rates in ramp up and ramp down were restrained by the gradual
heating and gradual cooling, respectively.

Keywords: laser material deposition; pulse shaping; geometrical characteristics; microstructure;
microhardness; cooling rate

1. Introduction

Compared to conventional subtractive manufacturing processes such as turning and
milling in which products can be fabricated by removing material from a large stock or
sheet, additive manufacturing (AM), whereby the material is added layer upon layer
to produce a 3D object directly from a computer aided design (CAD) model without
attendance of any molds or tools, possesses many superiorities like energy saving, reduction
of costs, improvement of material utilization, etc. [1–3]. As a very common type of additive
manufacturing technology, laser material deposition (LMD) is widely applied in the areas of
aviation, aerospace, die and mold, etc. In particular, laser material deposition has excellent
future promise in the applications of surface enhancing, repairing damaged parts with
high value-added, and building functionally graded material [3–5]. These applications are
currently unfulfillable based on the powder bed fusion in which powder is preset by the
scraper [4–6]. In the laser material deposition process, a high-powered laser beam acts as
heating energy to create a molten pool on the surface of substrate, and the metallic powder
is delivered from the powder nozzle into the molten pool simultaneously by a flowing
inner gas (such as Argon) [7]. The molten pool captures the delivered powder and increases
the volume. The molten pool solidifies rapidly once the laser beam goes away. As the
laser beam and powder nozzle move along the path planned by the computer, the track is
created. Based on the planned profile, the first layer is deposited on the substrate through
overlapping of adjacent tracks. Afterwards, the laser cladding head elevates the height of
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the Z-increment to the position of the new layer. The first layer serves as the “substrate” for
the deposition of new layer. The new layer is deposited by creating metallurgical bonding
with the first layer along the profile under the guidance of computer. A similar process, in
which latter layers are sequentially created on the preceding layer, is repeated to build a
three-dimensional (3D) part layer-by-layer [8,9]. Owing to the features of the laser beam
and layer-by-layer process, laser material deposition possesses advantages including high
production flexibility, low thermal inputting, and high geometry freedom [10,11].

At present, the continuous wave laser is a common laser mode used in the laser
material deposition process. Compared to conventional heating sources such as plasma, the
continuous wave laser produces relatively low inputted heat but has a high temperature
gradient and high cooling rate during laser beam scanning. Therefore, the part would
be manufactured with a refined microstructure and superior erosion resistance [12]. The
microstructure of the deposition created by the laser material deposition presents a typical
solidification structure which consists of a cellular region near the top surface, a dendritic
region in the central section and a planar interface in the deposition layers. The deposition
layer has the characteristics of high hardness and high strength, but low ductility [13,14].
The laser material deposition process is accompanied by rapid melting and solidification
during the moving of the laser beam that prompts large residual stress and deformation [1].

A pulsed laser emits bursts of energy consisting of a fixed amount of energy for a
specified duration [15]. Compared to a continuous wave laser, a pulsed laser generates
lower inputted heat reached on the surface of substrate. The interval time between adjacent
laser pulses provides a blanking time for the cooling and solidification of the molten pool.
Thus, the deposition layer presents a more refined microstructure and higher hardness.
The controllability of the residual stress can be improved with the application of pulse
laser [16,17]. Therefore, numerous studies have made efforts to investigate the deposition
of pulsed laser material deposition (P-LMD). Tao et al. conducted the Ni60 deposited
experiments of single-track, single layer, multi-track, and multi-layers by P-LMD. The
effects of laser power, scanning speed, and defocusing on the geometrical characteristics
were investigated. They pointed out that the ratio of remelting depth to height can act as
the criterion to judge the reasonability of laser power. The ratio cannot be beyond one,
meaning that the height should be bigger than depth. The hardness of Ni60 deposition
can reach up to 830 HV [18]. Sun et al. deposited Stellite 6 powder on stainless steel
by P-LMD and investigated the effects of pulsed laser energy, frequency, powder feed
rate, and overlap rate on the deposition height, dilution, and heat affected zone (HAZ).
The results indicated that the height and depth increased with the increase of pulsed
laser energy, frequency, and overlap rate. The hardness decreased with the increase of
dilution. If the overlap rate was 89% of width, the crack would be free, and the crack
would present with the decrease of overlap rate. However, if the overlap rate was less
than 33% of width, the crack would disappear because of the remelting and heat treatment
caused by the deposition of the new layer [19]. Toyserkani developed a 3D finite model
to investigate the relationship between the geometrical characteristics of deposition and
pulse laser energy as well as frequency. Based on the comparison between the theoretical
and experimental results, they proposed the function of geometrical characteristics of
deposition with the effective powder concentration and power density [20]. Shah created
the Inconel 718 deposition on a Ti-6Al-4V substrate to study the effect of process parameters
on the feature of molten pool. The results showed that the disturbance of molten surface
aggravated with the increase of powder feed rate and the applying of pulsed laser. There
was a negative correlation between the disturbance of molten pool surface and surface
roughness that means the surface roughness would decrease and the quality of deposition
would improve with the aggravation of disturbance of surface. The area of molten pool
decreased with the increase of powder feed rate and the decrease of carrier gas [2]. Dong
conducted the deposited experiment on the thin-wall blade by P-LMD and investigated the
effect of process parameters on the geometrical characteristics of deposition. The results
indicated that the depth, height, and width increased with the increase of the duty cycle.
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They pointed out that the problem of crack and edge collapse can be solved and thermal
injury can be alleviated with the attendance of pulsed laser [21]. Gharbi et al. studied
the influence of a pulsed laser regime on the surface finish induced by LMD on a widely
used titanium alloy (Ti6Al4V). Their finding confirmed that high mean power improved
surface finish and using a pulsed mode with large duty cycles was clearly shown to provide
smoothening effects [22].

Pulse shaping is a technique used to control the temporary distribution of energy
within a single laser pulse through changing the laser waveform. It also can be defined
as a variation in power supplied to a laser to change the shape of the output pulse and
subsequently the heat distribution within the pulse. Therefore, the degree of control over
the heat delivered to the laser material interaction zone would be added. The melting
behavior of a material would be completely changed with the change of energy distribution
within a pulse [15]. Mumtaz fabricated the Inconel 625 thin-wall part by selective laser
melting and investigated the effect of pulse shaping on the width and roughness of the
thin-wall part. The results indicated that the splash of powder in the fabricating process is
alleviated, the quality of deposition improves, and the width decreases owing to the use of
pulse shaping [15].

Up to now, few investigations have been reported about laser material deposition
using pulse shaping. This work conducted single-track deposition experiment to investigate
the effects of pulse shaping on the geometrical characteristics (width, height, and depth),
microstructure, and microhardness of single-track clad based on different shapes of laser.
In addition, the effect of thermal history created by different shapes of laser on the cooling
rate of molten pool in the laser material deposition process was analyzed.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Materials

The gas atomized AISI316L austenitic stainless steel powder produced by Höganäs
(Ath, Belgium) was chosen as the depositing material. The powder has a particle size range
of 45–150 µm. The chemical composition of the powder is shown in Table 1. The deposition
was conducted on the AISI316L stainless steel plate with dimensions of 120 mm × 60 mm
× 6 mm. The surface of the substrate was polished and then cleaned by acetone for the
depositing process.

Table 1. Chemical composition of AISI316L stainless steel powder.

Element C Mo Ni Mn Cr Si Fe

Wt.% 0.003 2.6 12.5 1.5 16.8 0.6 Bal.

2.2. Experimental Set-Up

The AISI316L single-track clads were deposited on an LMD system (Yuchen, Anshan,
China) in which the laser shape can be controlled by changing the parameters of the laser
generator. As shown in Figure 1, the LMD system consisted of a LaserLine diode laser
generator (LMD 4000-100, LaserLine, Mülheim-Kärlich, Germany) with 4000 W maximum
power supply, a Kuka six-axes robot (ZH 30/60III, KUKA, Augsburg, Germany), a Precitec
laser cladding head (YC52, Precitec, Rotenfels, Germany) with four coaxial nozzles, and a
Raycham mental powder feeder (RC-PGF-D, Yuchen, Anshan, China). In the deposition
process, the inert gas (Argon) with 99.99% purity was used as the carrier gas and shielding
gas with flow rates of 400 L/h and 600 L/h, respectively.
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Figure 1. Schematic illustration of the laser material deposition (LMD) system.

2.3. Pulse Shaping and Parameters

The single-track clads were created with five types of laser shape including continuous,
rectangular, ramp up, ramp down, and hybrid ramp laser wave which are shown in Figure 2
with the continuous laser shape set as comparison. In all deposition experiments, the laser
peak power, scanning speed, and powder feed rate were kept constant with values of 1400
W, 6 mm/s, and 0.078 g/s, respectively. Continuous and rectangular laser shape are the
two most common used laser modes in the present research of laser material deposition.
In the rectangular laser shape, the emitted laser energy is invariable during the pulse
duration. Compared to the continuous laser, the T_pause of the rectangular laser, as shown
in Figure 2b, provides the time for cooling of the molten pool. In the ramp up laser shape,
the maximum laser energy is set at the end of a pulse meaning that the laser emitted process
would take T_up from zero to reach the laser peak power, as shown in Figure 2c. In the
laser shape of ramp down, the maximum laser energy is set at the beginning of a pulse,
meaning that the laser emitted process would take T_down from the laser peak power
to reach zero (Figure 2d). The hybrid laser shape is the mix of ramp up and ramp down.
Referring to the experimental material and our previous research works, the processing
parameters, including laser peak power (Ppeak), scanning speed (V), powder feed rate (Qm),
T_pulse, T_pause, T_up, and T_down, were determined, as listed in Table 2.

Table 2. Process parameters for experiments.

Factor
Types of Laser Shape

Continuous Rectangular Ramp Up Ramp Down Hybrid Ramp

Ppeak (W) 1400
V (mm/s) 6
Qm (g/s) 0.078

T_pulse (ms) +∞ 25 25 25 50
T_pause (ms) 0 25 25 25 0

T_up (ms) 0 0 25 0 25
T_down (ms) 0 0 0 25 25
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(c) ramp up, (d) ramp down, and (e) hybrid ramp laser shape.

2.4. Characterization Techniques

The experimental samples were obtained from the LMD depositions using the wire
electrical discharge machine and then mechanically polished. The geometrical character-
istics (height, width, and depth) of single-track clads were determined by measuring the
cross-section of single-track in which the measurement was conducted, repeated three
times for each sample, using a metallographic microscope (Leica-DMi8, Leica, Wetzlar,
Germany). The microstructure of the sample was observed by metallographic microscope
after being chemically etched in oxalic acid saturated solution. The microhardness was
determined by a Vickers microhardness tester (HV-1000, Fangyuan, Jinan, China).

3. Results

As a common used laser mode in the present research of laser material deposition,
continuous wave laser could provide stable laser energy inputting. However, the laser does
not have to unremittingly emit because there is sufficient laser energy for fully melting
the material. Furthermore, the unremitting laser inputting would hinder the molten pool
to solidify. Compared to the continuous laser, the interval time of the rectangular laser,
which is T_pause as shown in Figure 2b, provides the time for cooling of the molten pool
which contributes to an increase of the cooling rate and a more refined microstructure
as well as mechanical properties. However, the residual stress, which might result in
dislocation and lead to poor mechanical properties, is easier to generate because of the
higher cooling rate of molten pool [23–25]. In the laser shape of ramp up, because the laser
power reaches up to peak power gradually from zero as shown in Figure 2c, the ramp up
process equals a gradually heating process that contributes to the warmth of the substrate
and decreases the temperature difference between the top and bottom of the molten pool.
This is be beneficial for decreasing cracks. In the laser shape of ramp down, owing to the
gradually reduction of laser power from the peak power to zero as shown in Figure 2d,
the ramp down process equals a gradually cooling process, which means a decrease of the
cooling rate. The lower cooling rate would contribute to the reduction of residual stress.
However, a coarser microstructure and lower hardness would result. The hybrid ramp
laser shape as shown in Figure 2e, which mixes the ramp up and ramp down laser shapes,
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signifies complex inputting and contribution of laser energy that offers greater possibilities
to control the thermal history during the deposition process and the mechanical properties
of deposition by LMD [26–28].

3.1. Geometrical Characteristics

In the LMD process, the part is fabricated layer by layer. It is indicated that the geo-
metrical characteristics and quality of each layer, especially the first layer on the substrate,
have a significant effect on the process stability and properties of the final deposited part
because of the continuous deposition process [29,30]. The investigation of effects of process
parameters on the geometrical characteristics (width, height, and depth) is the foundation
for deposition of complex parts by LMD. Referring to the reported researchers, there are
many parameters, including laser power, powder feed rate, scanning speed, flow rates of
carrier and shielding gas, defocusing, and dimeter of laser spot. The laser power, powder
feed rate, and scanning speed are the most important parameters affecting the geometrical
characteristics of deposition. With the decrease of scanning speed and increase of laser
power as well as powder feed rate, the width increases. The height is mainly affected by
scanning speed and powder feed rate. With the increase of scanning speed, the depth
decreases [31]. In this study, the scanning speed, powder feed rate, and laser peak power
were kept constant but the equivalent pulse energy was different owing to the change
of laser shape. The equivalent pulse energy was related to the parameters of T_pulse,
T_pause, T_up, and T_down. Figure 3 shows the images of single-track clads deposited by
LAM with different laser shapes. It can be seen that the full appearance clads with high
quality were deposited by five types of laser shapes. It is worth noting that only the clad
deposited by ramp down laser shape presented obvious trails of overlapping between the
adjacent laser spot as shown Figure 3d. Owing to the existing of T_up and T_down during
the conditions of ramp up and ramp down laser shapes, the equivalent pulse energy in
those two conditions was low compared to the other laser shapes. The low equivalent
pulse energy contributes to the solidification of molten pool [23–25]. However, the gradual
heating in ramp up laser shape was more conductive to generation of a molten pool that
resulted in an inconspicuous trail of overlapping. With the using of ramp down laser
shape, the gradual cooling was more conducive to the solidification of a molten pool that
contributed to the occurrence of obvious overlapping trails.
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Figure 4 shows the width, height, and depth of single-track clads with different
laser shapes including continuous, rectangular, ramp up, ramp down, and hybrid ramp.
Compared to the other laser shapes, the dimensions of width, height, and depth of single-
track clad deposited by continuous laser shape presented the maximum values. Under
the condition of continuous laser shape, much laser energy inputted to the substrate was
absorbed and the bigger molten pool with a higher temperature was created. As a result,
the molten pool could capture much powder and increase the size. Therefore, the maximum
values of width and height that occurred during the continuous laser shape were used.
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The minimum values of the dimensions were shown during the ramp up laser shape.
The results could be explained by the fact that the ramp up and ramp down laser shapes
provide the lowest equivalent laser energy. Compared to the ramp down shape, the molten
pool would enlarge and heat up gradually, resulting in the slight capture of powder at the
beginning of a pulse in the ramp up process. Therefore, the values of width and height
in the condition of ramp up were smaller than that in the ramp down shape. In addition,
using the rectangular, ramp up, ramp down, and hybrid ramp laser shapes, the values of
depth were close to zero, which is attributed to the inadequate laser energy absorbed by
the substrate. In the context of metallurgical bonding, the low depth is beneficial for the
mechanical properties of the clads because of the low dilution [27,29].
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Figure 4. The width, height, and depth of single-track with different laser shape.

It was noticed that the width, height, and depth in the condition of rectangular and
hybrid ramp laser shape were approximate. During the rectangular laser shape, the
parameters had a peak power of 1400 W, T_pulse of 25 ms, and T_pause of 25 ms. During
the hybrid ramp shape, the parameters had a peak power of 1400W, T_pulse of 50 ms,
and T_pause of 0 ms. The pulse energy was different based on the equation in which
the pulse energy equals to the peak power multiplied by the T_pulse [32]. However, the
T_up of 25 ms and T_down of 25 ms in the hybrid ramp shape means the equivalent pulse
energy was approximately equal with that created by rectangular laser shape. Therefore,
the approximate width, height, and depth were presented.

The phenomenon of dilution is a requirement to generate metallurgical bonding
between the substrate and clad. The dilution, which means the elements of substrate and
clad spread out into each other, stands for the changed amplitude of chemical composition
of the clad [32,33]. In this study, the dilution was calculated by the ratio of depth to the sum
between height and depth. Figure 5 shows the dilutions of single-track clads deposited
by continuous, rectangular, ramp up, ramp down, and hybrid ramp laser shape. It can be
seen that the maximum value of dilution reached up to 50% during the continuous laser
shape because the high laser energy produced the biggest depth of clad. In the conditions
of ramp up, ramp down, and hybrid ramp laser shape, the dilutions were small and the
values were approximately 8%, assuring the metallurgical bonding between the substrate
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and clad. Furthermore, the lower dilution prevented the degradation of properties caused
by the diffusion of the chemical element.
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3.2. Microstructure

The microstructures of clad at different regions, including bottom, middle, and top of
clad created by different laser shape, were observed as shown in Figure 6. Furthermore, the
average grain sizes were calculated through numbering of the grains, which were traversed
by three reference lines as shown in the Figure 6c. It can be seen from Figure 6 that the
microstructure of depositions presented the typical solidified features, specifically the plane
crystal near the interface between clad and substrate followed by the columnar cellular
near the middle and cellular crystal near the top of clad [33]. The grain size gradually
decreased along the direction from the interface to the top of clad.

As shown in Figure 6, the continuous laser shape produced the coarsest microstruc-
ture compared to the microstructure deposited by the other laser shapes. The solidified
microstructure was decided by the temperature gradient at the solid–liquid interface (G),
solidification rate of the molten pool, and the ratio of cooling rate to thermal gradient (R).
The ratio of G to R (G/R) can affect the shape of the solid–liquid interface, and the cooling
rate, which is represented as G × R, controls the dimensions of the microstructure [34–37].
The grain size is closely related to the cooling rate of molten pool during the LMD pro-
cess. The cooling rate has a positive correlation with the power density and a negative
correlation with the deposition height [37]. The power density ωp can be calculated by the
follow equation:

ωp =
P

V· 1
4πd2

(1)

where P represents the laser power, V represents the scanning speed, and d is the diameter
of effective laser spot on the substrate. It can be seen from Equation (1) that the power
density increases with the increase of laser power and decrease of laser spot when the
scanning speed is kept constant. Compared to the other laser shapes, the equivalent laser
power was high contributing to the increase of power density. However, the high equivalent
laser power resulted in a big effective laser spot which can be reflected by the width of clad,
as shown in Figure 3. In addition, the square of d meant the effect of the diameter of the
effective laser spot would obviously be presented compared to the laser power. Thus, the
grain size in continuous laser shape was big because of the low power density. Furthermore,
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the big value of height as shown in Figure 3 also resulted in a decrease in cooling rate,
which contributed to the presentation of coarse microstructure.
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The smallest grain size occurred when the rectangular laser shape was used. Compared
to the rectangular condition, the grain size was bigger when the ramp up and ramp down
laser shape were used. During the rectangular, ramp up, and ramp down laser shape, the
parameters had peak power of 1400 W, T_pulse of 25 ms, and T_pause of 25 ms. However,
the T_pulse was accompanied by T_up in ramp up laser shape and T_down in ramp down
laser shape. Thus, the equivalent laser power emitted by the rectangular laser shape was
higher than that of ramp up and ramp down. In addition, during the rectangular, ramp up,
and ramp down laser shape, the diameters of effective laser spot were approximate, which
is reflected in the results of width as shown in Figure 3. Therefore, the high equivalent
laser power and approximate diameters of effective laser spot contributed to the higher
cooling rate in the rectangular laser shape compared to the ramp up and ramp down laser
shapes. On the other hand, the ramp up process equals a gradually heating process that
contributes to the warmth of the substrate and a decrease of the temperature difference
between the top and bottom of the molten pool. In addition, the ramp down process
equals a gradually cooling process, which means a decrease of the cooling rate. Therefore,
although the equivalent pulse energy was lower during the ramp up and ramp down
condition, the cooling rates produced by the rectangular laser shape were bigger than those
produced by ramp up and ramp down conditions. Thus, the smallest grain size occurred
during the rectangular laser shape was used. Compared to the conditions of ramp up, ramp
down, and rectangular, the grain size of deposition fabricated by the hybrid ramp laser
shape was bigger. During the hybrid ramp laser shape, the parameters had a peak power
of 1400 W, T_pulse of 50 ms, and T_pause of 0 ms. Although the T_up of 25 ms, T_down of
25 ms, and instantaneous interval in hybrid ramp laser shape contributed to the decrease of
equivalent laser power, the approximative continuous emitting of the laser in hybrid ramp
resulted in a lower cooling rate compared to the rectangular, ramp up, and ramp down
laser shapes. Thus, the grain size created by the hybrid ramp laser shape was the biggest
apart from the continuous laser shape.

3.3. Microhardness

The average values of microhardness at bottom, middle, and top regions of single-track
clads by five types laser shapes were obtained through testing four times and averaging the
testing results for one point. The sampling points were settled along the vertical direction
in every region as shown in Figure 7. The testing results of microhardness are also exhibited
in Figure 7. It can be seen that the maximum average hardness of deposition was presented
in the condition of the rectangular laser shape because of the smallest grain size, which
was related to the biggest cooling rate, compared to the other laser shapes. The coarse
microstructure of deposition created by the continuous laser shape resulted in the lowest
hardness owing to the lowest cooling rate. In addition, the average hardness of deposition
created by the hybrid ramp was just slightly larger than that by the continuous laser shape.
As mentioned in Section 3.1, the hybrid ramp laser provides a T_pulse of 50 ms in which
the T_up of 25 ms and T_down of 25 ms were included. Although the laser power increases
gradually in the T_up and decreases gradually in the T_down, there was a transient
interval (T_pause of 0 ms) after a hybrid ramp that means the hybrid ramp can be seen as a
continuous laser shape with varied laser energy. Owing to the slightly lower equivalent
pulse energy in the condition of hybrid ramp, there was a slightly bigger hardness than that
produced by the continuous laser shape. Because of the existence of T_pause during the
ramp up and ramp down LMD process, the lower equivalent pulse energy was inputted
compared to the hybrid ramp laser shape. In addition, the bigger height of deposition
was obtained. That contributes to the higher cooling rate and bigger hardness under the
conditions of ramp up and down than that of the hybrid ramp laser shape. The results of
grain size in Figure 5 can be well matched with the results of microhardness.
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4. Conclusions

The effects of pulse shaping on the geometrical characteristics, microstructure, and
microhardness were investigated in this paper through conducting single-track experiments
using LMD with different laser shapes, including continuous, rectangular, ramp up, ramp
down, and hybrid ramp. Some of conclusions can be summarized through analyzing the
experimental results:

1. The maximum dimensions of width, height, and depth were presented when the
continuous laser shape was used because of the high laser energy input which can
create a big molten pool to capture much powder. Under the condition of ramp up
laser shape, the minimum values of the dimensions were shown. The results could
be explained by the low laser energy input and the feature of gradual heating which
restricted the growth of the molten pool in the beginning of the laser pulse. In addition,
the dimension of geometric characteristics was approximate between the rectangular
and hybrid ramp laser shapes owing to the approximate equivalence pulse energy.

2. The microstructure of depositions presented the typical solidified features, meaning
the plane crystal near the interface followed by the columnar cellular near the middle
and the cellular crystal near the top. The continuous laser shape produced the coarsest
microstructure with the biggest grain size as a result of the lowest cooling rate. Owing
to the gradual heating in ramp up and gradual cooling in ramp down, the cooling
rates were restrained under these two types of laser shape. Therefore, the smallest
grain size that occurred when the rectangular laser shape was used can be attributed
to the highest cooling rate.

3. The rules of microhardness were well matched with the results of microstructure.
The maximum average hardness of deposition was presented in the condition of
rectangular laser shape because of the smallest grain size created by the biggest
cooling rate. The coarse microstructure of deposition created by the continuous laser
shape resulted in the lowest hardness owing to the lowest cooling rate. In addition,
the average hardness of deposition created by hybrid ramp was lower than that by
ramp up and ramp down. Furthermore, it was slightly larger than that of continuous
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laser shape because hybrid ramp can be seen as a continuous laser shape with varied
laser energy.

4. It can be concluded that pulse shaping has significant effects on the geometrical
characteristics, microstructure, and microhardness of single-track clads deposited
by LAM by affecting the laser energy input and the molten pool. In particular, the
heating and cooling of the molten pool, which have serious impacts on residual stress,
are closely related to the laser shape. Based on the research about single-track clad
reported by this article, the investigation in regard to the effects of pulse shaping on
the properties of multi-track and multi-layer depositions will be conducted in the
near future.
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